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Abstract It is important to assess the effect of transmit power allocation schemes on the energy consumption
on random cellular networks. The energy efficiency of 5G green cellular networks with average and water-filling
power allocation schemes is studied in this paper. Based on the proposed interference and achievable rate model,
an energy efficiency model is proposed for MIMO random cellular networks. Furthermore, the energy efficiency
with average and water-filling power allocation schemes are presented, respectively. Numerical results indicate
that the maximum limits of energy efficiency are always there for MIMO random cellular networks with different
intensity ratios of mobile stations (MSs) to base stations (BSs) and channel conditions. Compared with the
average power allocation scheme, the water-filling scheme is shown to improve the energy efficiency of MIMO
random cellular networks when channel state information (CSI) is attainable for both transmitters and receivers.
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1

Introduction

A more than ten-fold increase in mobile data traffic between 2013 and 2018 is predicted in recent forecasts
from Cisco [1]. Corresponding to this growth rate in mobile communications, 15%–20% energy consumption for the entire information and communications technologies (ICT) industry, as well as 0.3%–0.4%
of annual global carbon dioxide emissions will be increased [2]. Considering the significant proportion
of mobile data traffic, it is important to more deeply analyze the energy efficiency of 5G green cellular
networks and provide some guidelines for future power allocation scheme in the fifth generation (5G)
cellular networks.
With the development of wireless transmission technologies, multi-input multi-output (MIMO) antenna
technology is widely used to improve the capacity of wireless communication systems. Moreover, numerous energy efficiency models have been investigated for MIMO communication systems in [3–11]. To
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maximize the energy efficiency of MIMO communication systems over time varying channels, the impact
of line-of-sight, out-of-cell interferers and the antenna correlation was discussed for downlink channels
in [3]. An optimal power control algorithm was proposed for the generalized energy-efficiency proportional fair metric in a multiuser MIMO communication system [4]. A tight upper bound of the energy
efficiency with a spectrum efficiency constraint was derived for a virtual-MIMO communication system
which has one destination and one relay using the compress-and-forward (CF) cooperation scheme [5].
Based on the proposed energy efficiency upper bound, the optimal power and bandwidth allocation have
been derived for maximizing the energy efficiency of MIMO communication systems. In [6], an energy
efficient adaptive transmission scheme was proposed for MIMO beamforming communication systems
with orthogonal space-time block coding (OSTBC) with imperfect channel state information (CSI) at
transmitters. An algorithm that jointly considering the transmit power, power allocation among streams
and beamforming matrices was developed to maximize the energy efficiency of MIMO communication
systems with interference channels [7]. Due to the trade-off between the traffic rate and the hardware
power consumption, an antenna selection algorithm was developed in MIMO communication systems [8].
By jointly choosing the transmission power and precoding vector among codebooks, a radio resource
optimization scheme was proposed to improve the spectrum and energy efficiency of MIMO communication systems with user fairness constraints [9]. Assuming that channel state information is known to
the transmitters, an optimal power control scheme was proposed for maximizing the energy efficiency of
a base station (BS) using multiple antennas [10]. Considering distributed transmitter systems employing a zero-forcing based multiuser MIMO precoding, a heuristic power control method was proposed to
improve the energy efficiency of MIMO communication systems under constraints on the per-user target
rate and the per-antenna instantaneous transmit power [11]. However, the above studies concerning the
energy efficiency of MIMO communication systems have been limited to finite numbers of interfering
transmitters.
Many studies indicated that improving the energy efficiency of cellular networks is a critical problem
for the future of the telecommunication industry [12–20]. The purpose of traditional cellular wireless
communications always is higher throughput for the user and higher capacity for the service provider,
regardless of energy efficiency. Davaslioglu and Ayanoglu discussed the specific reasons for inefficiency and
potential improvement in the physical layer as well as in more higher layers of the communication protocol
of cellular networks [12]. Hasan et al. presented a review of methods of improving the energy efficiency of
cellular networks, and explored some related topics and challenges, moreover suggested some techniques
to make green cellular networks possible [13]. A novel user cooperation scheme termed inter-network
cooperation was investigated to improve uplink emission energy efficiency of cellular networks with the
help of a short-range communication network [14]. Three typical multi-cell cooperation scenarios, i.e., the
energy efficiency coordinated multi-point transmissions, the traffic-intensity-aware and the energy-aware
multi-cell cooperation were also discussed for reducing the energy consumption of cellular networks in [15].
The downlink performance evaluation of small cell networks including capacity and energy efficiency was
investigated in [16], where BSs and users are modeled as two independent spatial Poisson point processes.
In related work on a MIMO cellular network with one single macrocell base station (MBS) and multiple
femtocell access points, an opportunistic interference alignment scheme was proposed for reducing the
intra and inter tier interference and the energy consumption [17]. Through the deployment of sleeping
strategies and small cells, the success probability and energy efficiency were improved for homogeneous
macrocell single tier wireless networks and heterogeneous multiple tiers wireless networks in [18]. Using
the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) as the function of the user’s location, an analytical model
was proposed for calculating the spectrum and energy efficiency of cellular networks with orthogonal
frequency division multiplexing access (OFDMA) [19]. Based on single antenna transmission systems,
the energy efficiency of random cellular networks with the statistical analysis of traffic load and power
consumption was also evaluated in [20].
However, in future 5G mobile communication systems, the energy efficiency is proposed as one of
the most important performance indicators [21–23]. Considering that the 5G network will be a huge
multi-layer multi-RAT Het-Net network [24], simple scenarios such as MIMO communication systems
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Illustration of PVT random cellular networks.

considering finite interfering transmitters in one single cell are so simple that have no ability to accurately
evaluate the energy efficiency of complex cellular networks. Moreover, studies of the impact of different
power allocation schemes, which is the important influence factor in power consumption evaluation, on
the energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks are surprisingly rare in the open literature.
Motivated by the previous issues, we investigate the energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks
with different power allocation schemes in this paper. The contributions and novelties are summed up
as follows.
(1) A random cellular network using stochastic geometry theory for MIMO transmitters and receivers is
proposed for evaluating the network level energy efficiency considering different power allocation schemes.
(2) We propose an interference model and compute the achievable rate of MIMO PVT random cellular
networks with infinite interfering BSs which distributing as a Poisson point process, taking effects of path
loss, fading and shadowing in radio propagation channels into account.
(3) With the proposed interference and achievable rate model, performance analysis for energy efficiency of MIMO PVT random cellular networks with average and water-filling power allocation schemes
has been derived.
(4) Based on the simulation results, the impact of average and water-filling power allocation schemes
on the energy efficiency of MIMO PVT random cellular networks has been analyzed and compared in
detail.

2

System model

Assume that in the infinite plane R2 , BSs and MSs are deployed randomly, of which the locations are
approximated to be two independent Poisson point processes [25] with intensities λM and λB , which are
expressed as
ΠB = {yBi , i = 0, 1, 2, . . .} , ΠM = {xMj , j = 0, 1, 2, . . .} ,
(1)
where yBi and xMj are two-dimensional location coordinates of the ith BS BSi and the jth MS M Sj ,
respectively.
Assume that MSs communicate with the closest BS for suffering the minimum path loss in the process
of radio propagation. All other BSs in the infinite plane R2 are interfering BSs. The OFDMA scheme
is adopted for wireless transmission to avoid the intra-interference in the cell. Thus, we can split the
plane R2 into a number of irregular polygons approximately expressing coverage areas of different cells
through the Delaunay Ttiangulation method [26]. The illustration of stochastic and irregular topology
in Figure 1 is so-called Poisson Voronoi Tessellation (PVT) random network, where each cell is identified
by Ci (i = 0, 1, 2, . . .).
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According to Palm theory, one of the most important features of PVT random cellular networks is
that geometric characteristics of all cells coincide with each other, such that can be viewed as coinciding
with a typical PVT cell C0 [27]. Thus, analytical results for a typical PVT cell C0 can reveal properties
of the whole PVT random cellular network.
Assume that each BS is integrated with Nt transmission antennas and each MS is equipped with Nr
receive antennas. In this paper, our study is focused on the downlinks of cellular wireless communication
systems. Without loss of generality, the signal received at an MS M S0 in the typical PVT cell C0 is
expressed as
y0 = H00 x0 +

∞
X

Hi0 xi + n0 = H00 V̂0 Λ0 c0 +

i=1

∞
X

Hi0 V̂i Λi ci + n0 ,

(2)

i=1

where c0 is Nt dimension desired transmitted symbol satisfying cH
0 c0 = 1 from the BS BS0 , ci (i = 1, 2, . . .)
is the interfering transmitted symbol satisfying cH
c
=
1
from
the interfering BS BSi (i = 1, 2, . . .),
i i
p

√
√
Λi = diag Pi1 , Pi2 , . . . , PiNt (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·) is Nt × Nt transmit power allocation vector satisfying
PNt
j=1 Pij = PT i . The scalars PT 0 and PT i (i = 1, 2, · · ·) denote the transmission power at the desired
BS BS0 and the interfering BS BSi respectively. Afterwards, the transmitted symbol vector is precoded
by an Nt × Nt matrix V̂i as xi = V̂i Λi ci (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·); H00 is the Nr × Nt channel matrix between
the MS M S0 and the desired BS BS0 , Hi0 (i = 1, 2, 3 . . .) is the Nr × Nt channel matrix between the
MS M S0 and the interfering BS BSi , the element h0,k,n (k = 1, 2, . . . , Nr ; n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt ) of channel
matrix H00 and the element hi,k,n (i = 1, 2, . . . ; k = 1, 2, . . . , Nr ; n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt ) of channel matrix Hi0
are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 1) ; n0 is the Nr dimension additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) vector in the wireless channel, the noise power is equal to N0 . Due to the infinite sum of
interferers in Eq. (2), it is reasonable to assume that the system model of MIMO PVT random cellular
networks is an interference limited scenario.

3
3.1

Achievable rate of MIMO PVT random cellular networks
Interference model

The received signals including the interference signals are assumed to be propagated through independent
wireless channels [29]. The shadowing effect is assumed to follow a log-normal distribution, to which a
Gamma fading distribution is an alternative approximately [30] for simplifying calculation. The multipath fading is assumed to be follow a Nakagami-m distribution which spans via the m parameter the
widest range of the amount of fading (from 0 to 2) among all the multi-path distributions [31]. In this
case, the wireless channel gain from the nth transmission antenna at the interfering BS BSi to the kth
receive antenna at the MS M S0 is expressed as
2

||hi,k,n || =

1
2
wi,k,n |zi,k,n | ,
Riσ

(3)

where Ri is the Euclidean distance between the MS M S0 and the interfering BS BSi , σ is the path loss
coefficient in radio propagation, wi,k,n is a random variable governed by Gamma distribution, and zi,k,n
is a random variable governed by Nakagami-m distribution.
Considering that the OFDMA scheme and a relevant interference cancellation scheme [32] are used for
intra-cell signals, there is no significant co-channel interference from within one PVT cell [33]. Therefore,
the co-channel interference is assumed to be transmitted from all BSs in the infinite plane except for
the BS in typical PVT cell C0 . Assume that the active interfering BSs set is modeled an independent
thinning process on the BS Poisson point process, which still form a Poisson point process with intensity
1) Our analysis can also approximate fading correlation scenarios by performing moment matching to simplify to a single
Gamma distribution [28].
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λinf [20], and generally satisfies 0 6 λinf 6 λB . Therefore, the interference power aggregated at the MS
M S0 is expressed as [34]
!
Nr
∞
∞
X
X
X
X Ii
Ii,k
Ii
PI =
=
=
,
(4a)
Riσ
Riσ
Riσ
i=1
i=1
i∈Πinf

k=1

with
Ii =

Nr
X

(Ii,k ),

(4b)

k=1

where Ii,k is the received interference of the kth antenna of the MS M S0 from the ith BS regardless of
the pass loss fading. Considering that every antenna of the MS M S0 will receive multiple interference
streams transmitted from Nt antennas of interfering BSs, Ii represents the interference power received
by Nr antennas at the MS M S0 , which is further expressed as [35]
Ii = PT i

Nr X
Nt
X

Ti,k,n ,

(5a)

k=1 n=1

with
2

Ti,k,n = wi,k,n |zi,k,n | .

(5b)

Assume that the average power of interference terms that are transmitted from the nth antenna of
interfering BS BSi and received at the kth antenna of MS M S0 are approximately equal in the statistical
meaning [36]. Thus, the Gamma fading over all sub-channels is simplified as wi,k,n (i = 1, 2, . . . ; k =
1, 2, . . . , Nr ; n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt ) = wi . Furthermore, the interference power received by Nr antennas of the
MS M S0 is derived by
Ii = PT i Hi ,
(6a)
with
Hi = wi

Nr X
Nt
X

k=1 n=1

2

|zi,k,n | .

(6b)

A channel that experiences the product of both Gamma fading and Nakagami fading follows a KG
distribution. Therefore, the PDF of Hi is derived by [30, 37, 38]
 Nt Nr2m+λ
Nt Nr m+λ−2
2 mλ
Ω
2
fHi (y) =
y
Kλ−Nt Nr m
Γ (Nt Nr m) Γ (λ)
with
Ω=

p

2

r

mλy
Ω

!

(y > 0, i = 1, 2, 3...) ,


2
2
(λ + 1) /λ λ = 1/ e(σdB /8.686) − 1 ,

(7a)

(7b)

where Γ (·) is a Gamma function, m is a Nakagami shaping factor, Kλ−m (·) is the modified Bessel
function of the second kind with order λ − m and σdB is the variance of shadowing effect values.
Based on Eq. (4a) and the Campbell theory in [26], the characteristic function of the interference power
aggregated at the MS M S0 can be written as


ZZ 

 jωPI
jωy
σ
R
= exp −2πλinf
1−e
ΦPI = E e
fI (y) dyRdR


Z h
 ω i
= exp −2πλinf
1 − φI
RdR ,
(8)
Rσ
r
where fI (y) and φI (ω) are the PDF and the characteristic function of the total interference power Ii
received at the MS M S0 , respectively; E {·} is the expectation operation. Based on the result in [34],
the characteristic function ΦPI represents a α stable random process, which can be simply denoted as
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PI ∼ Stable (α = 2/σ, β = 1, δ, µ = 0), where α and δ are the stability parameter and the scale parameter,
respectively. Based on the α stable characteristic function expression, ΦPI can be re-written as
n
h
 πα io
ΦPI = exp −δ|ω|α 1−jβsign (ω) tan
,
(9a)
2

with

πΓ (2 − α) cos
δ = λinf
1−α

πα
2



E {PTαi } E {Hiα } (α 6= 1, i = 1, 2, 3, . . .),

(9b)

where E {PTαi } is the moment of the receiving power raised to the power α at the MS M S0 . Based on
Eq. (7a), E {Hiα } is expressed as
E {Hiα } =

Z

∞

0

 Nt Nr2m+λ
Nt Nr m+λ−2
2 mλ
Ω
2
y
Kλ−Nt Nr m
Γ (Nt Nr m) Γ (λ)

2

r

mλy
Ω

!

y α dy .

(10)

From the table of integrals in [38], Eq. (10) can be written in closed form as
E {Hiα } =



mλ
Ω

−α

Γ (λ + α) Γ (Nt Nr m + α)
(i = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .).
Γ (Nt Nr m) Γ (λ)

(11)

Substituting Eq. (11) into (9b), the PDF of the interference power aggregated at the MS M S0 can be
written as
Z +∞
1
fPI (y) =
ΦPI (jω) exp (−2πjωy) dω.
(12)
2π −∞
3.2

Achievable rate model

Based on the proposed interference model of MIMO random cellular networks in (12), the achievable rate
at the MS is derived in this section. We assume the network is interference rather than noise limited,
due to the infinite sum of interferers in Eq. (2) [35]. Therefore, the received signal-to-interference ratio
(SIR) at the MS M S0 in the typical PVT cell C0 is expressed as
SIR0 =

H H
H
cH
0 Λ0 V̂0 H00 H00 V̂0 Λ0 c0 ,
PI

(13)

where H is the conjugate transpose operation. Furthermore, the achievable rate at the MS M S0 is
expressed as
"
#
H
H H
cH
0 Λ0 V̂0 H00 H00 V̂0 Λ0 c0
R0 = BW log [1 + SIR0 ] = BW log 1 +
,
(14)
PI
where BW is the bandwidth allocated for the MS M S0 .
Transmitters are assumed to obtain the CSI from receivers without delay via uplink feedback channels.
Moreover, the MIMO channel is divided into a number of parallel single-input single-output (SISO)
channels by the single value decomposi-tion (SVD) method. In this case, the channel matrix H00 in
Eq. (2) can be decomposed as
H
H00 =U00 D00 V00
,
(15)
√ √
√ 
where D00 = diag λ1 , λ2 , ..., λL is the L × L diagonal matrix, λ1 6 λ2 6 ... 6 λL are eigenvalues
H
of the matrix H00
H00 , and L = rank(H00 ) is the rank of H00 , U00 is the Nr × L unitary matrix, V00 is
the L × Nt unitary matrix. Furthermore, assuming that the full matrix V00 = V̂0 , the achievable rate at
the MS M S0 is expressed as




c H ΛH D 2 Λ0 c 0
ΛH D 2 Λ0
R0 = BW log 1 + 0 0 00
= BW log 1 + 0 00
.
PI
PI

(16)
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Green MIMO random cellular networks

Considering that the MS required traffic load will influence the BS transmission power, the energy efficiency of MIMO PVT cellular networks will be related with the traffic rates in MSs. In this section,
we discuss this relationship in more detail. Two classical power control schemes are discussed with the
proposed model, numerical results show inherent relationships among the energy efficiency, traffic load,
and the prevailing channel environment conditions.
4.1

Basic energy efficiency model

In this paper, we define the energy efficiency of MIMO PVT cellular networks as the average ratio of
traffic load over total power consumption at a BS in a typical PVT cell C0 [39] based on Palm theory [26]


r (P )
E{ΓC0 } nat
EE =
=
,
(17)
P (P )s
E{PBS } Joule
where ΓC0 is the traffic rate in a typical PVT cell C0 , PBS is the total power consumed at a BS in a
typical PVT cell C0 . The total BS power consumption includes both fixed power and dynamic power
consumption terms [40]. According to [41], the total power consumption PBS is written following
PBS =

PC0 real
+ Nt Pdyn + Psta ,
η

(18)

where PC0 real is the total BS radio frequency transmission power for all transmit antennas, η is the
average efficiency of the BS power amplifiers, Nt is the number of active BS antennas, Pdyn is the RF
circuit power for an antenna and Psta is the fixed power consumption in a BS. Moreover, there is a
maximal BS transmission power Pmax in practical. In this case, when the required BS transmission
power exceeds Pmax the corresponding transmission traffic will be interrupted. Therefore, the average
transmission traffic rate is calculated by E{ΓC0 }FPC0 (Pmax ), where FPC0 (Pmax ) is the probability that
the BS transmission power less than Pmax . Furthermore, the energy efficiency of the MIMO PVT random
cellular networks is expressed as
EE =

E {ΓC0 } FPC0 (PC0
E {PBS }

max )

=

E {ΓC0 } FPC0 (PC0 max )
,
1
η E {PC0 real } + NT Pdyn + Psta

(19)

where E {PC0 real } is the average BS actual transmission power in the typical PVT cell C0 .
Many empirical measurement results have demonstrated that the traffic load in both wired and wireless networks, including cellular networks, is self-similar and bursty. Considering the infinite variance
characteristic of self-similar distributions, Pareto distributions with infinite variance were proposed for
modeling the self-similar traffic in wireless networks [42]. Therefore, the traffic rate ρ (xMi ) at the MS
M Si is assumed to be a Pareto distribution with infinite variance. Traffic rates of all MSs are assumed
to be i.i.d. Then, the PDF of traffic rate is expressed by
fρ (x) =

θρθmin
,
xθ+1

x > ρmin > 0,

(20)

where θ ∈ (1, 2] is a shape parameter, also known as the tail index. ρmin is minimum possible value
of traffic rate that is needed to meet the MS’s quality of service (QoS) requirements. Furthermore, the
average traffic rate at an MS is expressed as
E {ρ} =

θρmin
.
θ−1

(21)

Based on the results in [29], the average traffic rate for all MSs in a typical PVT cell C0 is denoted as
θρmin
E {ΓC0 } = λλM
. As a consequence, the energy efficiency of MIMO PVT random cellular networks is
B (θ−1)
derived by
λM θρmin
λB (θ−1) FPC0 (PC0 max )
EE = 1
.
(22)
η E {PC0 real } + NT Pdyn + Psta
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Energy efficiency of MIMO cellular networks using average power allocation scheme

The average power allocation scheme is a simple antenna power control scheme which has been widely used
for practical MIMO wireless communications systems. The maximum ratio transmission / maximum ratio
combining (MRT/MRC) methods are assumed to be adopted in MIMO PVT random cellular networks
P0
[43], the achievable rate with an average power allocation scheme satisfying Λ0 = N
I (Nt ) at the MS
t
M S0 in the typical PVT cell C0 is derived as


2
ΛH
0 D00 Λ0
R′ = BW log 1 +
PI
"
#
"
#
P0
P0
H
Nt λmax (H00 H00 )
Nt λrank(H00 )
6 BW log 1 +
= BW log 1 +
PI
PI
"
#
"
#
P
P
2
Nr
Nt
2
P0
P0
k =1
n = 1 |h0,k,n |
Nt kH00 kF
Nt
6 BW log 1 +
= BW log 1 +
PI
PI


"
P
P
Nr
Nt
2
P0
P0 H0 #
1
w0 |z0,k,n |
k =1
n = 1 Rσ
Nt
Nt Rσ
0
0
 = BW log 1 +
≈ BW log 1 +
,
(23)
PI
PI

H
H
where λmax (H00
H00 ) is the maximum eigenvalue operation for the matrix H00
H00 , R0 is the Euclidean
distance between the BS BS0 and the MS M S0 , w0 is the shadowing fading over sub-channels between
the BS BS0 and the MS M S0 , |z0,k,n | is the Nakagami fading over the .
sub-channel between the nth
P0 H0
antenna of the BS BS0 and the kth antenna of the MS M S0 . Let τ = N
PI , the relationship between
σ
t R0
achievable rate and traffic rate of M S0 is regarded as

BW log2 (1 + τ ) = ρ (xM0 ) .

(24)

Based on the PDF of traffic rate in Eq. (20), the PDF of τ is derived as
fτ (z) =

−θ


θρminθ BW
−θ−1
(log2 (1 + z))
z > z0 = 2ρmin /BW − 1 .
ln 2 · (1 + z)

(25)

Consider that the MS communicates with the closest BS in a PVT cell. Furthermore the probability
of the Euclidean distance between an MS and the ith near BS can be expressed as
i−1
λB πR2
2
(26)
Pr (i − 1 BSs in a circle area with radius R) =
e−λB πR ,
(i − 1)!
where Pr (·) is the probability operation. Thus, the PDF of the distance R is derived by


2
0
(λB πR2 ) e−λB πR
d
0!
2
d Pr{R0 6 R}
d Pr{R0 > R}
fR0 (R) =
=−
=−
= 2πλB Re−πλB R ,
dR
dR
dR

(27)

where Pr{R0 >R} is the probability that there is not a BS in the circular area with the center xM0 and
the radius R. Considering the path loss effect on the distance R, the corresponding PDF is derived as
fR0 σ (R) =

2/σ
1 2 −1
R σ · 2πλB e−πλB R .
σ

(28)

Furthermore, the downlink transmission power P0 between the BS BS0 and the MS M S0 is expressed as
P0 =PI ·

Nt · R0σ · τ
.
H0

Based on Eqs. (12) (25) (28) and (29), the characteristic function of P0 is derived by
Z
φP0 (ω) =
φPI (ωx)f Nt Rσ0 τ (x) dx
x

H0

(29)
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yφPI (ωx)
xy
fτ (z) fRσ0
fH0 (y) dxdydz
=
zNt
zNt
x
y,z
ZZ
πλB
=
fH0 (y) fτ (z) dydz,
−2
2
y,z G (ω) z σ y σ + πλB
Z ZZ

(30a)

with


(30b)
G (ω) = δ|ω|2/σ 1 − j · sign(ω) · tan π
σ ,
P t PNr
2
where fH0 (y) is the PDF of the channel variable H0 = w0 N
n=1
k=1 |z0,k,n | . In this paper, the channel
variable Hi is i.i.d. for all channels. Based on Eq. (7a), the function fH0 (y) is expressed by
 Nt Nr2m+λ
Nt Nr m+λ−2
2 mλ
Ω
2
y
fH0 (y) =
Kλ−Nt Nr m
Γ (Nt Nr m) Γ (λ)

2

r

mλy
Ω

!

(y > 0).

(31)

Assume that BS transmission power is dynamically adjusted to meet the required traffic rates for all
MSs in the typical PVT cell C0 . The required BS transmission power for all MSs in C0 is expressed by
def

PC 0 =

X

xM s ∈

Q

Ps · 1 {xMs ∈ C0 },

(32)

M

where Ps is the consumed power transmitted from the BS BS0 to the MS M Ss in the typical cell C0 ,
1 {...} is an indicator function for gathering together all MSs belong to the same typical PVT cell C0 .
Assume that Ps is a series of i.i.d. random variables, of which the PDF and the characteristic function
are denoted as fP (p) and φP (ω), respectively. Based on the Campbell theory in [27], the characteristic
function of required BS transmission power PC0 in the typical PVT cell C0 is derived as
Z Z


φPC0 (ω) = exp
ejωp − 1 fP (p)1 {x ∈ C0 } 2πλM xdpdx
x,p


Z ∞
= exp −2πλM
(1 − φP (ω)) (1 {x ∈ C0 }) xdx
0


Z ∞
2
= exp −2πλM
(1 − φP (ω)) e−πλB x xdx
0


λM
= exp −
(1 − φP0 (ω)) .
(33)
λB
And fPC (x) is the PDF of the required BS transmission power PC0 , which can be calculated by applying
0
the inverse Fourier operation to φPC0 (ω). Considering the limit of BS transmission power Pmax [20], the
energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks with the average power allocation scheme is derived
by
R
2
Pmax
λM θρmin
·
f
(x)
dx
P
C
λB (θ−1)
0
0
.
(34)
EE = R PC max
R Pmax
1
0
xf
(x)
dx
+
(N
P
+
P
)
·
f
(x)
dx
P
T
dyn
sta
P
C
C
η 0
0
0
0

4.3

Energy efficiency of MIMO cellular networks using water-filling power allocation
scheme

When perfect CSI is assumed to be available at both transmitters and receivers in wireless communication systems, the water-filling power allocation scheme is used for improve the capacity of wireless
communication systems [44]. The downlink capacity over wireless channels between the BS BS0 and the
MS M S0 is expressed as

C = max log det INt +

2
ΛH
0 D00 Λ0
PI



s.t.

Nt
P

l=1

Pl = PT 0 ,

(35)
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where N0 is the noise power at the transmitters. The objective function in (35) is jointly concave in the
powers and this optimization problem can be solved by Lagrangian methods [45], the optimal transmission
power for the lth sub-channel is given by
Pl =



ν−

N0
λl



+

L

=

PT 0
1 X N0
N0
+
−
,
L
L
λl
λl

(36)

l=1

where ν is the water-filling threshold in water-filling power allocation scheme. Based on Eqs. (36) and (16),
the achievable rate with the water-filling power scheme at the MS M S0 is derived as




2
2
ΛH
ΛH
0 D00 Λ0
0 D00 Λ0
= BW log det INt +
R0 = BW log 1 +
PI
PI

 

PL N0
PT 0
N0
1


L
L
+
−
λl
X
X
l=1 λl
L
L
λl
Pl λl
.
log 1 +
= BW
= BW
log 1 +
(37)
PI
PI
l=1

l=1

Assume that the traffic rate is satisfied by the achievable rate at the MS M S0 , thus the corresponding
balance equation is expressed by

 

PL N0
PT 0
N0
1
L
λl
X
l=1 λl − λl
L + L
 = ρ (xM0 ) .
BW
log 1 +
(38)
PI
l=1

When the maximal BS transmission power limit Pmax is considered, based on the Eq. (38) the Monte-Carlo
simulation is configured to iteratively solve the transmit power PT 0 . Then, E {PC0 real } and FPC0 (Pmax )
can be averaged and statistically computed from the simulation results. Substituting the values for
E {PC0 real } and FPC0 (Pmax ) into Eq. (19), the energy efficiency of MIMO PVT cellular networks with
the water-filling power allocation scheme can be obtained as
EE =

λM θρmin
λB (θ−1)
1
η E {PC0 real }

2
FPC0 (Pmax )

+ (NT Pdyn + Psta ) · FPC0 (Pmax )

.

(39)

Based on Eq. (38), the CDF and PDF of the required BS transmission power with the water-filling
power allocation scheme are analyzed as follows. Unless otherwise specified, the key parameters are
set as σdB =6, σ=4, m=1 [31], Nt =8, Nr = 4, Pmax = 40 Watt (W) [40], the moment of receiving power

2/σ
E{PT i }=10−2 W, λB =1/ π · 8002 m−2 , λM /λB =30, λinf =0.9λB , θ=1.8, ρmin =2.5 bits · s−1 · Hz−1 [20].
Figure 2 reveals the CDF of the required BS transmission power with water-filling power allocation scheme
considering different path loss coefficients σ. Figure 2 indicates that the CDF curve shifts to the left with
the increasing value of σ, i.e., the required BS transmission power with the water-filling power allocation
scheme is decreased when the value of σ is increased in MIMO PVT random cellular networks.
Figure 3 evaluates the impact of intensity ratio of MSs to BSs λM /λB on the required BS transmission
power with the water-filling power allocation scheme. Figure 3 shows that the probability mass shifts to
the right when increasing the value of λM /λB , i.e., the required BS transmission power with water-filling
power allocation scheme is increased when the value of λM /λB is higher.

5

Performance analysis and discussion

The effect of two power allocation schemes on the proposed energy efficiency model of MIMO random
cellular networks is investigated in detail. In the following simulations, the Monte-Carlo simulation
method is adopted for performance analysis. Moreover, the total BS transmission power including the
required BS transmission power and RF circuit power, the BS fixed power is investigated in this section.
Default system parameters are configured as: the average efficiency of power amplifier is η=0.38, the
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Figure 2 The CDF of the required BS transmission power
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Figure 3 The PDF of the required BS transmission power
with water-filling power allocation scheme.

RF circuit power for an antenna Pdyn = 83 W and the fixed power consumption in a BS is Psta =
45.5 W [46, 47].
Figure 4 illustrates the energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks versus the number of
transmitting antennas Nt and the intensity ratio of MSs to BSs λM /λB , where “WF” denotes the waterfilling power allocation scheme and “AV” represents the average power allocation scheme. First, Figure 4
shows that the energy efficiency curve of MIMO random cellular networks shrinks down when increasing
the value of Nt . Based on the result of (22), the total BS power consumption increases with the
increase of the number of transmit antennas, while the average traffic rate remains unchanged. Hence,
the energy efficiency of PVT random cellular networks decreases with the increase of Nt . Second, we
force on one of curves and analyze the energy efficiency for both power allocation schemes with impact of
λM /λB . Simulation results indicate that the water-filling/average power allocation schemes can achieve
the maximum energy efficiency for MIMO random cellular networks. When the intensity ratio of MSs
to BSs is low, indicating a few MSs in a typical PVT cell, the increase of the intensity ratio of MSs to
BSs conduces to a moderate increase in total BS power consumption including mainly fixed BS power
consumption and a small portion of dynamic BS power consumption. In this case, the energy efficiency
of PVT cellular networks is increased. However, when the intensity ratio of MSs to BSs in a PVT typical
cell exceeds a given threshold, a high aggregate traffic load resulted from a large number of MSs will
significantly increase the total BS power consumption including mainly dynamic BS power consumption
and a small portion of fixed BS power consumption. In this case, the energy efficiency of PVT cellular
networks is decreased. Moreover, the energy efficiency of the water-filling power allocation scheme is
always larger than for the energy efficiency of the average power allocation scheme in MIMO random
cellular networks.
Figure 5 reveals the impact of the path loss coefficient σ and λM /λB on the energy efficiency of MIMO
random cellular networks. The energy efficiency curve lifts up as the value of λM /λB increases. Again
the energy efficiency of the water-filling power allocation scheme is always larger than for average power
allocation scheme under different values of σ.
Figure 6 evaluates the effect of the minimum traffic rate ρmin and the tail index θ on the energy
efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks with the two power allocation schemes. There always exists
a maximum energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks considering different system parameters.
However, numerical results indicate that the energy efficiency of the water-filling power allocation scheme
is always larger than for the energy efficiency of average power allocation scheme in MIMO random
cellular networks.
Finally, the effect of the interfering BS intensity λinf on the energy efficiency with different power
allocation schemes is investigated in Figure 7. When the values of λM /λB is fixed, the energy efficiency
decreases when the value of λinf increases. The curves in Figure 7 indicate that the energy efficiency of
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Figure 4 Energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks versus λM /λB and Nt .
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Figure 7 Energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks versus λM /λB and λinf .

the water-filling power allocation scheme is always larger than for the energy efficiency of average power
allocation scheme under different values of λinf in MIMO random cellular networks. The reason is that the
water-filling power allocation scheme substantially reduces the sum power, by up to 80%, in comparison
to the average power allocation scheme [48]. The water-filling power allocation efficiently exploits the
multiuser MIMO channels (e.g., multiuser diversity), hence power reduction is more significant. So the
water-filling power allocation scheme is better than the average power allocation scheme in the energy
efficiency of cellular networks when the traffic rate of MSs is the same.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, the energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks with different power allocation
schemes is evaluated. Considering the path loss, Nakagami-m fading and shadowing effects on wireless
channels, an interference model and the achievable rate of MIMO random cellular networks are first
presented. Furthermore, the energy efficiency of average and water-filling power allocation schemes is
proposed, respectively. Simulation results indicate that there exists a maximal network energy efficiency
when considering the trade-off between intensity ratios of MSs to BSs and wireless channel conditions.
When the CSI is available for both transmitters and receivers, the energy efficiency of the water-filling
power allocation scheme is better than the energy efficiency of average power allocation scheme in MIMO
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random cellular networks. Therefore, our results evaluate the impact of different power allocation schemes
on the energy efficiency of MIMO random cellular networks. For the future work, we will use obtained
results to analyze future 5G heterogeneous network adopting the millimeter wave transmission technology.
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